Did you know ...

... your PSW credential information for your PRIMARY PSW specialty type can now be seen when you log in to eXPRS?

eXPRS was updated to display the credential information for PSWs in eXPRS when you log in. This credential information shown will be for the PSW’s PRIMARY provider specialty for their assigned DHS/SPD provider number(s):

- the current expiration date of their Criminal History Check (CHC),
- the current expiration date of their DHS Provider Enrollment Agreement (PEA), and
- the current expiration date of their ‘approved to work’ status as a PSW (their credential).

PSW providers cannot work past their ‘approved to work’ expiration date. It is important for PSWs to have access to their credential information so they can coordinate with their authorizing CDDP or Brokerage to get their CHC, PEA & ‘approved to work’ status renewed timely. Timely renewals will help prevent credential date gaps and avoid interruption in a PSW’s ability to work & be paid.

Remember … be sure to get your credentials renewed before they expire so you have no gap in your ability to work & be paid.